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Compete For Class Officers
Seven Sophomores Seeking
Presidency On October 31
University students will go to the polls Monday, October 31,
to vote on 56 candidates competing for class offices.
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'`'Largest Number
The largest number of candidates
are running for the presidency of the
sophomore class. Seven men students
are competing for that post.
Students will be required to show
their I.D. cards which will be punched
to prevent revoting.
Approximately 50 new sena- The elections will be held on the
tors answered the roll call when mall if the weather is favorable.
the General Student Senate Otherwise students will cast their balopened its meetings Wednesday lots in the Lobby of the Union.
Candidates for class office are:
night.
Senate representation this year is
SENIOR CLASS
one senator for every 60 students.
President: Berry M. Millett, RobSenators are elected for one year.
ert C. Oldfield, William Johnson.
Elect Senators
Vice President: Willard HamSenators elected last Thursday are mann, Jan Saleeby.
Joan Lancaster, North Estabrooke;
Secretary: Suzanne Audette, Jean
Nonie Moreshead, South Estabrooke: Partridge.
Ellie Luce, East Chadbourne, Judy
Treasurer: Gretchen
Weiland,
Adams, West Chadbourne; Judy Alice
Kelson.
Pasetto and Katherine Vickery, BalenJUNIOR CLASS
tine; Mary Louise Cook, Colvin; Lois
President: Duane Dow, Wesley
31erntrers of the Masque Homecoming play, "Time Out for Ginger," rehearse a scene on the stage
Whitcomb, Elms, and Rosemary
English, Reno L. Roy, Paul Taigaof 1411. Vita- Theatrt.. Left to right, back row, are Sue Maguire, Bill Hanson, and Carol Loud. In front
Wright, Off-Campus Women.
Gil Auger, Oak; Courtland Perry, nides.
are Harve, Harrington and Robin Werner. The play will open November 2 and continue for three
Vice President: William Earle,
Hannibal Hamlin; Kenneth Eaton,
nights.
(Photo by Meinecke)
Cabins; John Nickerson, Hayward David Goodwin, William Scott, Wil•
Lane, Joseph Orr and Dwight Palmer, liam Sterritt, Pierre Tugas.
all of Dunn; Chester Chase, Alan
Finnemore,
Secretary:
Nancy
Rigg, John Day and James Harvell, Margaretmary
McCann, Florence
all of Corbett; Douglas Emery, Cyrus Raymond.
Miller, Ronald Hurd and Donald
Treasurer: Claudie Halle, Sterling
Ellington, all of Hart; George Guston, Huston, William Kearns.
Les Cellar and Harvey Harrington,
SOPHOMORE CLASS
all of North Dorms; and Richard
President: James Conley, William
Carey and George McCutcheon, OffFarley, James Hambelton, Dexter
Campus Men.
The Maine Masque Theatre is
Huntoon, James Kelly, Charles KnowBY MAX BURRY
Edwin
Plissey,
Alpha
Gamma
Rho;
hard at work on its first producRichard Rose, Alpha Tau Omega; Lou len, Clifford Westerman.
Vice President: Richard Barter,
tion of the season, "Time Out
The 33rd annual football State Series will get underway Satur- Cardani, Beta Theta Pi; Lawrence John Gamage, Robert Johnson. Frank
for Ginger,- a comedy about a day with Maine and Bates battling on Garcelon Field in Lewiston Warren, Delta Tau Delta; Denis McCarthy, Kappa Sigma; Thomas Sau- Young.
girl who goes out for football, in and Bowdoin playing host to Colby at Brunswick.
Secretary: Anne Colburn, Jane
cier, Lambda Chi Alpha; Richard
the Little Theatre from Nov. 2-5.
Thurlow, Phi Eta Kappa; Frank Dudley, Prisca Labbe.
A large crowd of Maine fans is expected to be at the Bates Hickey, Phi Gamma Delta;
Treasurer: Walter Abbott, John
Broadway Success
James
gridiron
Saturday to usher in the age-old Series and back up the Hambleton, Phi Kappa Sigma; Rich- Lymburner, Arthur Mayo, Robert
The play will be one of the feaMcKown.
(Continued on Page Eight)
tures of the annual Homecoming Bears in their opening game.
FRESIIMAN CLASS
Weekend.
Many Make Trip
President: Robert G. Libby, Ray
"Time Out for Ginger," a BroadIn past years as many as 1000 Pale
Paquette, Thomas L. Sezak, John
way success for 44 weeks, is centered Blue pigskin followers have made the
Shaw, James York.
around the complications in a family trip to Lewiston to cheer Maine to
Vice President: Joseph Cuccaro,
following the father's rash speech in victory. This year the Maine cheerJudy Fleet, Dana Wingrem.
a high school assembly advising stu- leaders, band, and majorettes will all
Secretary: Janet Collins, Julia C.
dents to follow their own inclinations. be on hand to lead Maine fans with
Faulkner, Judy Partelow, Marjorie
cheers
and
songs
which
fill
the
State
His three daughters are quick to take
Six students were censured Monday by the Committee on Ad- Pinkham.
Treasurer: R. Paul Burns, Richard
him literally, and ele youngest. Gin- Series games with excitement and
ministration for having alcoholic beverages in their possession at the Smart.
ger, decides that she can only express color.
The ballots will also provide space
herself by becoming the halfback on
Maine will put its 2-1-1 record on Maine-Connecticut game.
for
write-in candidates.
the line when it tangles with Bob Check Students
the school football team.
Further action will be taken by
Hatch's
Bobcats
in
a
1:30
p.m.
game
Much of the comedy of the play
Students were checked at the gates school authorities on any case where
arises from the fact that Ginger's that will highlight the Bates Home- Saturday by members of the Orono beer or liquor is possessed or partaken
father is very pleased with his 14-year- coming celebration.
Police Department, who checked jack- of at future school activities.
Maine will enter its first Series et. sweater, and overcoat pockets.
old daughter's athletic prowess, as
compensation for his having three game with a far better record than the Alcoholic beverages were confiscated
daughters instead of a longed-for son. Garnet forces, but past contests have and violators were summoned to the
Students, faculty and guests alike
shown that the Maine State Series race
He becomes her most enthusiastic can be as unpredictable as a hurricane. office of the Dean of Men, John E.
enjoyed an event-filled week end on
Stewart.
fan, even to the point of endangering "New Season"
the campus last week.
In the Dean's office the students
Highlights were the Maine-Connechis job at the bank.
Coach Westerman said that as far were made aware of the seriousR. B. Rippman of Sears, Roebuck ticut football game, Parents' Day,
as he and the team are concerned ness of the shunt'
and were and Co. Personnel Department will
Saturday's game will be the start of a later censured for the remainder speak Wednesday. October 26, at the Maine Newspaper Day and Friday's
brand new season. He pointed out of the semester by the Committee fourth meeting of the Arts and Sci- football rally.
More than 100 newsmen attended
Starting next Thursday a classi- past Series contests in which the big on Administration. As a result ences Vocational Information series the annual Publishers' Dinner and
was
knocked
off
by
a
two
or
favorite
on
retail
merchandising, at 4:10 p.m.
fied ad section will he a regular
these students will not be able to
other events in conjunction with
three touchdown underdog. The trapart of the Campus for the re- ditional rivalry has been handed down participate in extracurricular ac- in Room 218 Library.
Newspaper Day.
Rippman
is
a
graduate
of
the
Wharmainder of the year.
through the cars until it has been tisities until the spring semester. ton School of the University of Penn- Was Success
Last week's article in the Campus sylvania where he majored in inIf any student, faculty member built up to one of new England's best
Brooks Hamilton, head of the Uniconcerning conduct at games was di- dustrial relations and personnel ad- versity's Department of Journalism,
or administration official has a known series.
service or merchandise to sell,
said, "Newspaper Day was very sucLast year Maine walloped Bates rected toward minors possessing and ministration.
for a small charge, he can have it 33-0 on Alumni Field, but the Bobcats partaking of alcoholic beverages.
He entered the employ of Sears. cessful this year, especially the panel
The article appeared to have served Roebuck and Company on their train- discussion which gave Maine newsput in the Campus. In the next bounced back to heat Colby and BowIwo issues the first three ads re- doin and take second place in the its purpose because violators at last ing program in June, 1948. After 2 papermen a chance to voice their own
Saturday's game were all over 21 years on the program he was assigned ideas rather than hear only those of
reis ed will be run free as a special Series.
(Continued on Page Seven)
years of age.
(Continued on Page Eight)
accom modation.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Consider Changing Parking Ban Veterans Vote
University officials are considering lifting the present student parking ban two afternoons a week,
John Stewart, Dean of Men, has told members of the Interfraternity Council.
Noting that the ban on Saturday
morning parking had been lifted,
Dean Stewart told the council that
plans are now being considered for
the further lifting of restrictions.
Parking problems entered an
I.F.C. meeting %heft Richard
Alper, Tau Epsilon Phi, asked if
the present parking ban couldn't
be lifted at 2 p.m. instead of 6
p.m. as it is at present.
The Council had felt that nothing
was being done about parking problems and had decided to investigate.
Dean Stewart explained reasons for
the ban and said that the parking
problem is being studied.
The council also discussed saving
seats at football games. It was decided that there should be no seats
saved for the homecoming game with
Bowdoin.
William Sterritt, chairman of the
Winter Carnival committee, suggested
that the individual fraternities discuss
the possibility of having a Stunt Night
as part of the Winter Carnival. Each

fraternity will discuss the matter and He suggested that the police be
if a majority decide to sponsor a skit notified when such a plan is proit will undoubtedly be held as a part
posed. The council agreed to this
of the program.
proposal.
Dean Stewart requested that any
In other business the Interfraternity
serenading at the girls' dorms be
done between 10:30 and 11 p.m. Council elected President Milton
Christe representative to the National
I. F. C. Comerence at St. Louis, Missouri, December second.
Union To Sponsor
Denis McCarthy was named Good
Party For Apartments
Will Chest representative.
The Special Events Committee of
Alper reported that progress was
the Memorial Union is sponsoring a being made on plans for the Hallowparty for South Apartment residents een party for Orono children. The
and their families, Saturday, October I. F. C. and the Pan-Hellenic Council
22.
will aid Orono organizations in sponThe party. entitled Ma and Pa's soring the party.
Holiday, will begin at 2:30 p.m. and
continue until 4:30 p.m.
There will be card games for
adults in the Main Lounge while
games and cartoons will entertain the
children in the Bangor Room.
An exhibition comparing New York
Refreshments will be served.
City of the past, in drawings and
photographs, with contemporary views
of city photographed by Andreas
Feininger is now being shown in the
Louis Oakes Room of the Library.
The exhibition of some 50 pictures
has been arranged by Prof. Vincent
Opening dance at Old Town City Hall
A. Hartgen, head of the art department.
Music by BUD SHAPPELLE
The photographs have been selected
from Feininger's book, "The Face
and
of New York."

THE MAINE MEN

The nominations committee of
the proposed Veterans Club has
announced a slate of candidates
to be voted on at an open meeting Tuesday, October 25.

List Committee
Heads For Fair
Committees for the annual Agriculture Club Farmers Fair and Calico
Ball, November 12, have been announced by Richard Crawford, publicity chairman.
Committee heads
Manager for this year's fair will
be Lester Hammond. Assistant manager is Foster Shibles. Other chairmen are Edwin Plissy, dance; Galen
Bridge, general arrangements; I.oyde
Jewett, F. F. A. arrangements; George
Estes, exhibits; Ralph Gallager, treasurer; Bradley Nuite, contests; Richard
Charles
concessions;
Thompson,
Knowlen, 4-H arrangements; David
Sleeper, prizes; and John Palmer,
fitting and showing.
The fair will be held all day in the
field house. Games, exhibits and contests will be included on the program.
Lloyd Rafnell and his orchestra
will play for the Calico Ball Saturday
evening in Memorial Gym.

Candidates are: for President, William Law and Robert Dorr; for Vice
President, John Delisle and Herbert
Warren; for Recording Secretary, William Rogers and Leroy Nightingale;
for Corresponding Secretary, Barry
Millett and John Bragoli; and for
Treasurer, Ernest Park and Albert
Potvin.
To Present Draft
The Constitution Committee will
present the draft of a proposed constitution to be approved or amended
after a floor discussion. Debate by
any member will be limited to three
minutes in order to speed the drawing
up of the final draft of the constitution.
The first item of business at the
meeting will be to vote on the byThe Maine Christian Association,
laws necessary for the voting and
the direction of Bob Appleby.
under
installation of officers.
launched its annual membership
After the officers have been in- has
campaign.
stalled, the constitution will be disThe MCA's new director, the Rev.
cussed and a vote taken.
B. McGinnis, plans to sponWilliam
The meeting will be held in the
program of religious aclarger
a
sor
Louis Oakes Room, Library, at 7 p.m.
tivities than in past years.
All campus and off campus veterans
In addition to the regular Sunday
are urged to attend this meeting.
morning worship service, the MCA
will offer Sunday evening fellowships,
Wednesday evening discussion groups
and an evening of supper and recreation each Friday at the MCA house.
Varied Program
DELICATESSEN AND CREAMERY
Fred Lyon, president, said this week
that during the year a varied program
All Kosher sandwiches to take out
of social activities, conferences and
deputations to other associations will
117 State St.
Dial 6740
be planned.
Bangor, Me.
The MCA cabinet for the 1955-56
school year is as follows:
President, Fred Lyon; vice president, Richard Nevers; secretary, Edna
Brackett; treasurer, Howard Alden;
publicity chairman, John McGregor;
Sunday morning service, Betty Brockway; Sunday evening service, Jeanne
Brooks; Wednesday evening service,
Betsey Harney; Friday evening proSamples shown and orders taken
gram, Mildred Black; cabinet activities, Margaret Millet; deputations,
at Memorial Union Lobby on
Robert Rand.
Tuesday afternoons
Committee on Effective Citizenship,
Henry Colby, chairman; SRA repre1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
sentative, Carolyn Bull; finance chairman, Robert Hodgdon; membership,
Robert Appleby.
$5.00 Deposit with all orders

Foresters

Extra-encrested
GREEK Letters
of'our Fraternity
or Sorority

The Fores
day, Octobe
Union.
Robert La
Cr, will be

MCA Starts
Member Drive

SKLAR'S

Saturday, October 22, 1955
8 to 12 P.M.
This week only

COEDS FREE
•

BISON ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the week of October 17, 1955
To

TIIURLOW 'COOP' COOPER
For his outstanding play against I:Conns Saturtlay
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

For Candidates
Next Tuesday

Photos In Library
Depict New York

DANCE SATURDAY NiGHT

Orono 63647

Orono, IN
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OFFICIAL
U. of M. Class Rings

Your campus agent:
Claude Gendron
Delta Tau Delta
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Lieut. Shirley Paulson, who visited the University last week,
talks to sophomore Roberta Wyer about the advantages and
educational opportunities offered by the Women's Army Corps.
(Photo by Johnson)

Maine Coeds Too Can Go
To Army Summer Camp
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Girls! Are you one of those R.O.T.C. widows in the good old
summer time? If so, then here is an item of interest along that line.
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With a blanket of fallen leaves fresh
Albert W. Riggs, chief of the personne: branch of the eastern
on the ground, many University students have once again taken to the area for the U. S. Department of Agriculture, will visit the University Tuesday, October 25, to discuss the new Federal Service Enwoods to hunt.
trance Examination with students of the College of Arts and SciGame Preserve
Recently the island on which the ences and Agriculture.
University is located has been set aside
Riggs will be available all day next of Alpha Zeta, will outline
the opas a game preserve. No shooting is Tuesday in Room 105 East
Annex portuotities for agricultural careers
permissible on the island. Outside of
for individual or small group confer- and the method of
application for
the boundaries of the island, however,
ences with senior students who wish agricultural work
through Federal
hunting has been reported as being
to inquire about the new examination. Service Entrance
excellent.
Examination.
In addition, Riggs will conduct two
The Federal Service Entrance ExSmall game, and migratory birds
are now in season. Deer season opens general group meetings, one at 2:10 amination will be used for the first
Friday. October 21. Most hunters p.m. in Room 115 East Annex, and time this year to fill federal positions
have agreed that this year has seen a one at 4:10 p.m. in Room 218 Li- and many different career programs
good early flight of ducks, with the brary.
formerly filled by separate examinabulk of the good duck hunting to come
These afternoon meetings are tions such as Junior Management Asas soon as the Canadian birds begin intended primarily for juniors sistant and Junior Agricultural
Assist
their southern migration.
and seniors in Arts and Sciences.
The examination is intended to enMany hunters have reported shootTuesday evening at 7 p.m. Riggs able young people with
a general coling grouse, black and wood ducks and will speak to agricultural students in lege education
to begin a career with
also have seen good deer signs in the the Bangor Room of the Union Buildthe Federal Government at $3670 per
woods.
ing. This meeting, under the auspices year salary.

Last week many of you m* havenoticed a WAC in the lobby of the
Union Building and wondered what
brought her to our campus. Lieutenant Shirley Paulson wasn't recruiting the men, gals, so you can breath
easy from here on in!
What young people are doing
New Program
She came to tell coeds about the
Women's Army Corps of the United
States Army; especially about the new
program set up for college women
between their junior and senior years.
Like your current beau, you may
spend a six-week training period at
Fort McClellan, Alabama, in the summer prior to the senior year. This
course is designed to do two things;
to teach more about the WACs and
help determine whether you want to
apply for a regular commission during
your senior year, and secondly to let
the Army determine whether you
should be encouraged to continue for
futher career training with the WAC.
Ten Career Fields
WAC officers are serving in the ten
The germanium transistor—some smaller
career fields including personnel and
than
the eraser end of a pencil and able to
administration, intelligence, training,
logistics, comptroller, public informaoperate on a few thousandths of a watt
tion, information and education, civil
—is probably one of the most promising
affairs and military government, legal
developments in the electronics field today.
and legislative matters and special
services.
It opens the way to new midget radios, TV
Additional information may be obsets
flat enough to hang on a wall and many
tained from Philip J. Brockway or
other exciting possibilities.
write directly to Lieut. Johnson,
R.M.S., Bangor, or Lieut. Paulson,
One of the men who helped design and
Headquarters 1202, Service Unit, 39
perfect these tiny transistors—and the man
Whitehall Street, New York, N. Y.

at General Electric

Young engineer
pioneers in design
and sales of new
tiny transistors
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Foresters To Meet
The Forestry Club will meet Thursday. October 20, at 7 p.m. in the
Union.
Robert Lawrence, consulting forester. will be guest speaker.

LORD WEST
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who is now head of sales for all General
Electric germanium products—is James H.
Sweeney, Manager—Marketing, Semiconductor Products Department.
Sweeney's Work Interesting, Vital
As early as 1948, Sweeney was head of a
group that studied the design and possible
uses of germanium products. He gained
national recognition for his work in developing and introducing these products to
other industries, and when a new Semiconductor Products Department was formed
in 1953, Sweeney was a natural choice for
the job of marketing these products.
25,000 College Graduates at General Electric
When Sweeney came to General Electric in
1941, he worked in many different departments until he finally found the work he
wanted to do. Like Sweeney, each of the
25,000 college-graduate employees is given
the chance to grow, to find the work he does
best, and to realize his full potential. For
General Electric has long believed this:
When fresh young minds are given the freedom to make progress, everybody benefits
—the individual, the company, the country.

JAMES H. SWEENEY joined G.E. in
1941 after graduating with a B.S. degree in E.E. from the University of
Pennsylvania. During World War II
he served four years with the Army.
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Rallies Are Improving

by Dick 6L):er

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

m October 20, 1955
, Mai,

i 2a4tes
eakn2444
BY JOrNNE LARSEN AND
WAYNE JOHNSON

Football rallies are getting better all the time!
Last Friday night's rally program was one of the best we've
seen here at Maine. A well-planned presentation was carried
out with the minimum of the usual "drags" in timing and staging. The pace of the program has been increased with excellent
results.
Much credit is due to Joe "Boomer-the-Baker" our hardworking campus mayor for the needed changes in the rally programs.
Cheering was in rare form and the audience responded
readily to the snappy formations of some of Maine's prettiest
gals—our cheerleaders. Their handling of the closing of the
program by announcing the "Stein Song" prevented the usual
mad rush for the exits. This, in itself, is a definite improvement
over past rallies.
The talent was varied and received a warm reception by
the audience. The skits were superior to a lot that have taken
up too much time in other rallies.
Cheers to the Maine band for their quick-time musical
selections!
Even the ignorant penny-tossers failed to dampen the
spirits of the crowd or detract too much from the performers on
the program.
The good word is—Rallies are better than ever.

Laugh Of The Week

Question: Should -C-:' or women
le allowed to stay frit as they wish
and have their own dorm keys?
Note: See "On Other Campuses" on
this pege for story on this week's
question.
Anrwers:

/2;

••
1".E.•'f- ,FIEI.A.A5! COME

Junior Selina Ileirtad thinks that
by the time a girl is a senior she
shoui.1 be mature enough to handle
sach permissions and thereby Selina
gives her stamp of approval to the
question.

VianiA1.15 WAN

4

cgorimonoite Ow./.4

If you want something to tickle )our funnybone, read the
"Ivy League" article in the latest Holiday magazine.
Some character named Henry Morton Robinson (Columbia, '23) says that "educational rabbit-warrens known as state
universities" are bringing the B.A. down to the level of a "vaccination certificate." He refers to colleges and universities not
in the so-called "Ivy League" as "Turpintine Tech" and "Moline
Subnormal."
"Morty" argues that ivy league colleges are "naturally
superior" to less fortunate schools.
We disagree wholeheartedly with Robinson.
State universities, particularly Maine is proud of its welltrained teachers and the outstanding records of its alumni. Maine
enjoys a warm tradition of co-operation and friendliness that
many Ivy League schools cannot possibly have.
One riled student, after reading the article, wrote Mr.
Robinson: "Your article was mighty saddening to one like me
who missed schooling in the Ivy League. I almost cried out
loud while driving my Cadillac to the bank."
If "Morty's" opinions were not so ridiculous, we'd sic the
Maine Bear on him for the express purpose of knocking some
horse sense into his pointed, ivy-filled head. Instead we'll just
enjoy a good HAW HAW at the expense of Mr. Henry Morton
Robinson.

Help For 'Lefties' Needed
Did you ever see a left-handed writing chair?
They exist, but we have yet to see some at Maine. The
southpaw is really out of luck when it comes to class room equipment such as a writing surface suitable for the left-hander.
Usually "a leftie" looks like a drunk contortionist—all elbows
and angles as they attempt to make the best of desks and chairs
designed for right handed writers.
Contrary to popular belief, a left-handed desk is not in the
same category as the left-handed monkey wrench. Sky-hooks
and reverse gear monkey wrenches serve as props for dry humor,
but the left-handed desk is something practical and needed.
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Help Promote Spirit
(Last in a series of articles on
Maine's four Honorary Societies, the
Senior Skulls, the All Maine Women,
the Sophomore Eagles, and the Sophomore Owls.)
During Freshman Week you met
and had a chance to observe representatives of the Sophomore Owls.
The Owls can be easily recognized by
the black dots which they wear on
their foreheads.
The Sophomore Owls is an honorary activities society. It is a student
organization. By this we mean that
it is not connected with the University
administration except by the presence
of a faculty advisor. Its members are
nominated and elected by the previous year's Owls, and they are chosen
for their scholarship, character and
participation in extracurricular activi-

ties.

If you believe the "scientific ignoramus" can be eliminated with curricula in which engineers devote 40
per cent of their time to the study of
humanities and social sciences, then
you should encourage and applaud
the M.I.T. proposal. Other engineering colleges may later adopt the proposal, but it will not be because of
any proven results. Fads and fashions
are as prevalent and influential in curriculum construction as they are in
any human enterprise.
Definitive results and unequivocal
verdict., are seldom available to guide
educators when they weigh the alternatives between possible course programs. Has it, for example, been a
wise decision to eliminate Latin and
Greek and to whittle away at mathematics and natural philosphy? These
were once the foundations for all
programs in liberal arts colleges.
Where do you find the evidence to
support your answer and how do you
identify evidence when you think you
have found it?
The present day curriculum of any
college is a severe compromise between strong and conflicting interests.
Colleges are under enormous pressure
today to act quickly; we are expected
to be prompt in helping the student
recognize his aptitudes and skills and
to train these aptitudes and skills without lost motion or wasted effort.
Under this pressure and working with
finite financial resources, it is inevitable that our curricula go through
periods of lopsided emphasis.
The term "balanced education"
which you wisely placed in quotation

marks, carries strong emotional connotation but has no explicit intellectual meaning. The trend of American
education today, whether we like it
or not, is an increase in emphasis on
training at the expense of education.
Cordially yours,
ASHLEY S. CAMPBELL
Dean. College of Technology

The chief purpose of this organization is to help freshmen become
adapted to the University and to promote campus spirit.
Our secondary purpose is to inform
and explain the rules to freshmen. In
any society, people are subject to
rules and regulations regardless of
their social or economic positions.
Here at Maine we have the minimum, but rules must still be complied with. You'll find that most of
them are based on nothing more
than common sense and courtesy. The
rest are designed to promote class
spirit and distinction. We know you'll
be glad to enter into the spirit and
tradition of your Alma Mater.
We'll be seeing you around campus
and we are glad to have you with us.

Francesca Clark. class ef 1958.
says "No- to this question. She bases
her answer on the fact se.liors should
have some restrictions!

Senior Betty LaChance also is in
favor of senior women being allowed
to came in when they please. however.
she thinks sign-out and siLta-in slips
are a must!

oot oateit ea4"44,1e,I.
Boulder, Colo., I.P.) Senior women at the University of Colorado will
be free to stay out as late as they
wish this year, according to an announcment by Dean of Women MaryEthel Ball. The proposal has been
approved by the Board of Regents.
the University Executive Committec
and President Ward Darley.
Under the plan, door keys will be
given to each senior, the cost being
absorbed by a key deposit. Seniors
would be required to sign out of
their residence when they intend to be
out beyond the regular closing hours
or overnight. Falsification of information on signout slips or abuse of the
key privilege would be subject to
severe penalty. Persons supervising
the program would reserve the right
to check signout information at any
time.
The dean's office believes senior
girls are mature enough to be trusted
with the new privilege.
It was pointed out that the plan
will be evaluated each year and that
the Associated Women Students or-

Betty Hatch, a senior. feels that
the girls should be allowed to have
such permissions, when asked if it
might affect some of the girl's grades.
she replied that if a senior doesn't
know when to stay in and study, that
girl must suffer the consequences
ganization is free to revoke it eak:11
year.
"Hy the time a woman is within :40
hours of graduation he is capable of
accepting the responribility of late
hours, and such responsibility is good
preparation for the independent life
after graduation." commented an
,AWS
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House Party Season Opens
By CAL uLAALD
Alpha Tau Omega started the house
party season Friday night and the
4nnual affair was a huge success. Lew
Parson and his orchestra played amid
aetumn leaves decorating the house.
Etch girl received a floppy dog as a
favor. Chaperon; were Prof. and
Mrs. Gerald &true. and Mrs. Meeks,
housemother.
Saturday after t:te football game a
supper was served at the house with
Dick Kelso and his band providing a
jam session. The week end ended
with a lobster dinner Sunday noon.
The Home Economic: Cub sponsored a dance at the Memorial Gym
Friday night after the rally. Mel
Tukey and his orchestra played for
a large crowd and chaperons were
Mr. and Mrs. John Nichols and
Prof. and Mrs. Harold Woodbury.
Beetle Bailey and the U. S. Army
provided the theme at the Sigma Nu
costume party Saturday night. Al
Winslow and his orchestra played for
about 40 couples and Gordon Smith,
social chairman, was in charge of the
affair. Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Weeks and Mr. and Mrs.
John Nicho!s.
A "Spanish Fiesta" was held at Tau
Epsilon Phi Saturday with the couples
dancing to recorded music. Prof. and
Mr.. Frank Beyer and Prof. and
Mrs. Carl Flynn chaperoned and
Irwin "Injun" Hyman was in charge.
Autumn leaves decorated Alpha
Gam Saturday night when about 25
couples attended the vie dance. Chaperons were Prof. and Mrs. Frederick
Radice and Mrs. Hinkley, housemother. Bob Parker was in charge
of arrangements.

t apt. and Mr.. Nlial Stafford and
Mrs. Cook. hou..emother. chaperoned
at the party the Phi Eta pledges gave
S:.iiir.day night. The pledges entertimed the brothers and !.:ut.•s!s during
the evening and the court :s danced to

Ruff was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Curti. and Mrs.
Tat.. chaperoned at the vie dance at
Phi Gam Saturday night. Ron Appel
was in charge of the event.
Skits were presented at the Autumn
Leaves party at l'hi Kap Saturday
About 30 couples attended the vie with 30 couples dancing to records.
dance at Sig in the ',Ape night. Ed- Mr. and Mrs. Hank Allen and Mrs.
,toi Blodgett slinervised arrangements Gatchell chaperoned. Refreshments
..nd t'Lpt. :no! 7.1r... Moffat
r included cider and doughnuts.
.
and Capt. and ir.. On. Potiger
After the game a pizza party was
cimp,:roned.
heid at Delta Tau Delta. After the
Dave Switzer and .1.01-4c.
supper Terry Keef and his orchestra
%% el.,: in c!targ,..! 1 a!Targdinen:s :or played at the jam session which was
t!7e "Scotch on Cie Ilmks" party at followed by a vie dance. Henry MorTau Kappa Epstion. -1The hoc,- •
ton was in charge of events and
decorated with Scotc:1 sigas and .“ chaperons were Dr. and Mrs. Cecil
map of Scotland. Prof. and Mrs. Howes and Mrs. Barron.
Richard Gerry and Mr.. McLean
Two couples enjoy dancing at ATO's house party last Friday
Dick Cloutier and his band played
chaperoned.
eve "g. vro is the first house to hold fall house parties. Most all
for a large crowd at Theta Chi SatDale Whitney and his orchestra urday. Chaperons were Prof. and
other hoti.e. had parties Saturtla evening after the game.
played for 30 couples at Phi Mu Del- Mrs. John Lyman and Mrs. PhilPhoto by Reed)
ta Saturday. Prof. and Mrs. Henry brook. Ted Kegelman supervised
Hawley and Mrs. Perry chaperoned. arrangements.
Ken Rand was in charge of the afPinned: Laura Krueger to John
fair.
Schwartz,
Lambda Chi; Ardena JewThirty-five couples attended the vie
Ep:
dance at Beta Theta Pi with Jim ett to Richard Akerman, Sig
William
HamRamsdell
to
Anita
supervising arrangements.
Smaha
Chaperons were Prof. and Mrs. mond, Alpha Gam.
Engaged: Annie Peer to John
I '
Vet( Service for Students
Spofford Kimball and Prof. and
Doran,
Boston: Susan Stiles to Eben
Mrs. Ahab Perry.
• Art Material
Lambda Chi Alpha held its annual Thomas. Phi Mu Delta; Cal Gerald
• Supplies for every hobby
Parents' Weekend Saturday and Sun- to Harold Hotham, Freedom.
planes. photography, woodworking)
day. Saturday afternoon the brothers
Our State Police offer this brief
At BURPEE'S. Corner of Main & Mill St*.
and their parents attended the MaineConnecticut football game. and later bit of advice to all motorists: "ChilOrono, Me.
attended a buffet supper at the house. dren don't think ... cars can't think
MUST
THINK!
...
SO,
YOU
•
Sunday, after a banquet and open
house, the parents attended the Phi
Eta Kappa-Lambda Chi Alpha game.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Werner were
guests during the weekend, and Bill

By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI, Yardley & Co.. Ltd., London

class ef 1958.
tion. She bases
se.tiors should

ORONO BIKE & HOBBY
CENTER

FREESE'S IIEN'SANSIIOPS
MAIN STREET
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Yardley brings you
months and months of shaving luxury—
London style
From London, the world's center of fashions for men, comes
the Yardley Shaving 1100. This distinguished soap — imported from England and packaged in America — should give
you up to six months of shaving luxury. The rich lather
wilts the heard, soothes the face and softens the skin in
wondrous fashion. At your campus store. $1.25. Makers and
distributors for U.S. A., Yardley of London, Inc., New York.

By any test, this button-down
Arrow shirt rates 100% ... from the
exact flair of its medium-spread collar
and lustrous fabric to its rich
window-pane checks and solid colors
... all-but-endless wear and
stitch-for-stitch value.
Question: why not pick up a few right away?
Checks and solids in broadcloth, $5.00;
white, $3.95.
Oxford, white and colors, $5.00.

-first in fashion
SHIRTS • TIES • HANDKERCHIEFS • UNDERWEAR

Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer
in Old Loon

A. J. Goldsmith
45 years of service to U. of M.students
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Meet Students'
For Class Office

Elect Thomas Yun
President Of Club

Members of the senior and sophomore classes will have an opportunity
to meet candidates for officers of their
classes in separate meetings this week
and neat.
The sophomores will meet Friday
afternoon in the Bangor Room of the
Union at 3:15
Members of the senior class will
hold their meeting Thursday, October
27, from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Main
Lounge of the Union.

Thomas Yun of Korea was elected
president of the International Club at
a meeting of the organization Sunday
evening.
Other officers elected were Bari
Av.an of Pakistan, vice president;
Edward Prescott will give an organ
Nancy Witham, treasurer; and Shirley recital in the Union Sunday, October
Brown of Canada, secretary.
23, at four p.m. Prescott was trained
at Eastman School of Music and New
York University. He has travelled
Applications Available
extensively as a professional church
and concert organist.
For Selective Service
He will play Bach's "The Prelude
Applications are now available and Fugue in G Major" and two of
for the Selective Service Qualifi- his choral preludes, Rheinberger's
cation Test to be held on campus "Pastoral Sonata," and pieces by
Nov ember 17.
D'Antalffy, Guilmant, Russell, BonStudents interested in taking net, Clokey, and Mulct.
the test may obtain applications
at Dean of Men John Stewart's
office in the Library or at their
local Selective Service Boards.
Two-year agricultural
students,
Applications must be filled by having finished the autumn harvesting
midnight November 2.
at home, will register at the University, Tuesday, October 24.
The two year agricultural college is
divided into five departments: dairy,
Be Holsum Look Holsum
poultry, potatoes, fruit and vegetable
and mechanized.
29 To Register
Buy
Twenty-nine freshman Aggies will
register this year in room 207 of the
Plant Science Building and 16 reHOLSUM BREAD
turning students will report to the department where they plan to take
Plus Sunshine Vitamin D
their major work.
Two-year Aggie students returning
Baked by
this fall are Theodore Clark, Robert
Clark, Dendon Curtis, James Davis,
John J. Nissen
Carroll Dean. Paul Fitzherbert, Walter Hickson, Louis Leavitt, Kenneth
Baking Corp.
Irving, Raymond Orr, John Palmer,
William Ravenscroft Jr., Thomas
Robinson, Robert Schrader, Gordon
Bangor-Brewer, Maine
Swett, and Roger Tarbell.

/soseacl the

Campus

Organ Recital To
Be Given Sunday

Union Movie
The Union motion picture this
week will be "Iron Curtain," the
true story of Igor Gouzenko, a
Russian clerk whose information
led to spy arrests by the CanaAlan Government in 1946. Dana
Andrews and Gene Tierney head
the cast of the film which will be
shown Friday and Saturday night

Learning about the latest in cameras and photo supplies from
J. Winton Lenman, photo expert, are Vincent Hartgen, left, head
of the University's Art Department, and Brooks W. Hamilton, right,
Journalism Department Head. Lenman spoke at a Saturday morning seminar on photography, part of the annual Maine Newspaper
Day program.
(Photo by Meinecke)

WANT TO SELL SOMETHING?
Try

CAMPUS [Classified)
Minimum charge
10 words:
$1.50
23-30
1.75
30-35
35-40
2.00

Cash rates will be:
Words
per issue
1-10
$.50
10-15
.75
20-25
1.00

In the next three issues of the Campus we will run free of charge
to students, faculty and administration the first three ads brought
to the Cam psu office.

Opera loose
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
Oct. 19-20-21
"STRANGER ON
HORSEBACK"
Joel McCrea. Kevin McCarthy
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
Oct. 22-23-24-25
In Cinemascope, Technicolor
"MY SISTER EILEEN"
Janet Leigh, Jack Lemmon,
Betty Garrett, Lucy Marrow
Wed., Thurs.. Fri.
Oct. 26-27-28
"S% ENGALI"
Hildegarde Neff. Donald Wolfit
—Corning Soon—
"DESPERATE HOURS"

Aggies To Register

Choose Maine Students
•
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

PARK AMUSEMEIT COIPANY
BIJOU - Bangor
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
Oct. 22-23-24-25
"THE SHRIKE"
Jose Ferrer, June Allyson,
Kendall Clark

Wed., Thurs., Oct. 26-27
"A BULLET FOR JOEY"
Edward G. Robinson, George
Raft, Audrey Totter
"CROSSED SWORDS"
Errol Flynn. Gina Lollobidiga

PIZZA HOUSE
Full Menu—Italian and American Food

Delivering all food and drinks

Two Maine freshmen have been
chosen to represent the state at the
National 4-H Club Congress in Chicago, Nov. 27-Dec. 1.
They are Carleine D. Shibles, 18,
and Albert L. Dow.

Women's dorms
Orders received by
9:30—Delivered from
10 - 10:30
No minimum

Men's Dorms and Fraternities
Orders received by
10:30—Delivered from
11 - 11:30
No service charge
Call Orono 6-2100

When In Bangor atop at

The Pilot's Grill
Opposite Dow Field—
Hammond St.
"We Cater to Parties
Rud Banquets"
•

PARK
BANGOR

STRPI
ID
40/

Fri., Sat., Oct. 21-22
"FLAT TOP"
in Technicolor
Sterling Hayden, Richard
Carlson
plus
"TARZAN'S HIDDEN
JUNGLE"
Gordao Scott, Vera Miles
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Oct. 23-24-25
"THE MAN FROM
LARAMIE"
Cineniaseope,Technicolor
James Stewart, Cathy
O'Donnell
plus
First Run Thriller
"CRY DANGER"
Wed., Thurs., Oct. 26-27
Cinemascope, Technicolor
"EAST OF EDEN"
Julie Harris, James Dean,
Raymond Massey
plus
"UNDER TIIE RED SEA"
Hans Haas, Louie Berl

Orono, I
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Wed.& Thurs., Oct. 19-20
Gregory Peck, Win Min Than
In color—British Drama—
Good
"THE PURPLE MASK"
6:30-8:30
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 21-22
James Dean, Julia Adams
In Cinemascope—Drama—
Excellent
"EAST OF EDEN"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30
Feature 6:30-8:40
Sun.& Mon., Oct. 23-24
Humphrey Bogart, Gene
Tierney
In Cinemascope—Drama—
Very good
"LEVI' HAND OF GOD"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30--8:30
Feature 3:30; 6:50-8:50
Tues. & Wed., Oct. 25-26
Richard Todd, Betty Davis
In Cinemaseope—Excellent
—Drama
"TIIE VIRGIN QUEEN"
6:30-8:30
Feature 6:50-8:50
Thurs., Oct. 27
Rory Calhoun. Piper Laurie
In Color—Drama--Good
"AIN'T MISBEHAVING"
6:30-8:26
Feature 7:00-9:00

WE PREDICT: 1955's most infuriating magazine article will be

"THE NATURAL SUPERIORITY
OF IVY LEAGUE MEN"
in November HOLIDAY magazine
... and that its noted author, Henry Morton Robinson (Columbia'23) will be num most
burned in effigy on non-Ivy campuses this fall! It's guaranteed to enrage the letter men
of "Moline Subnormal" and "Turpentine Tech"... redden the faces of state universities'
"professorlings" (that's what Robinson calls 'em)... wound the tender feelings of every
drum majorette in America.
You'll smoulder at Robinson's gibes at courses in chain-store management and embalming! Burn at his references to state universities as "educational rabbit warrens."
Explode at his vieivs on mass education for the "denizens of Outer Mediocrity." It's one
of a trio of provocative articles on Ivy League men, social life, sports. Don't miss it!

November
A CURTIS MAGAZINE

HOLIDM—now on your newsstand!

•
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After completing a successful four
game Yankee Conference slate by
toppling the powerful Connecticut
Huskies Saturday, Coach Hal Westerman's bulldozing combination is prepping for its State Series opener with
Bates.
Bates, although not a big Series
threat this year, should give the Bears
trouble on their home gridiron. Last
Saturday the Bobcats won the distinction of being the only Maine football
team other than the University of
Maine to win a ball game this season.
Middlebury bowed to the Lewiston
team 12-7.
The Bates squad is young and lacks
Jim DiGiorno, Connecticut quarterback, attempts to tackle Johnny Edgar, Bear halfback, in the photo on the left. The UConn signalexperience, but Bob Hatch's outfit
caller couldn't hold on to Edgar and the flashy Maine back picked up 15 yards on the play. At right, three Black Bear players converge on
looks forward to the Maine game all
Harry Drivas, Huskie back. The only other identifiable players in the photo are Jack Small (31) and John Edgar, on the ground behind
season long. When the starting whistle
Drivas.
(Photos by Meinecke)
blows Saturday we're sure that the
Bobcats will be doing everything
possible to pull out a victory over the
Bears.
At game time Saturday Connecticut
was picked the favorite by the press.
Some writers called the game even
and a few bold scribes gave the edge
to Maine, but on the whole the
UConns were given a one touchdown
•
After stunning the University of New Hampshire at Durham
(Continued front Page One)
nod over the Bears. However, when
periods scoring T.D.'s in the first and
Saturday
the crack cross-country forces of Coach Chester Jenkins
the final buzzer sounded there wasn't a
second frames and driving the ball .
writer in the press box who thought Martin Is Standout
will
seeking
their third straight victory when they run against
be
Bob Martin, All-Maine halfback down to th.: one foot line in the final
that Connecticut was a better squad
minutes of the first half.
Vermont
harriers
here Saturday.
last year, scored both Bates touchthan "Westy's" Pale Blue forces.
Maine's
first
tally
when
came
Condowns and led his team's offensive
Although the Maine thinclads only will be the weather conditions. In
The game was rated as one of the
attack throughout the game. Martin necticut's Lenny King fumbled and managed to eke out a three point vic- Maine's first two outings footing was
better games in New England and I
carried 15 times for a net gain of 45 Norm Cole recovered on the Huskie tory over the Green Mountain Staters extremely bad and the lenkinsmen
don't think there was a person in the
24. Two plays later quarterback Jim
yards.
were hampered by rain and winds.
stands who wouldn't agree to this.
Duffy passed to Cooper from the 33 last season, Coach Jenkins expects
The Bears have done very well in
Bobcat
fullback,
also
Perry,
Paul
squad
take
his
Vermont
to
meet
the
Three exciting goal line stands highand Cooper smashed 20 yards through
both meets despite the poor condilighted a game that was packed with turned in one of his best performances a host of UConn tacklers for the which is scheduled for 10 a.m.
tions
of the courses defeating Springhard defensive play and smooth pre- against the Middlebury outfit, block- touchdown.
Vermont's top man last season
ing a Middlebury punt and then refield 17-44 and UNH 15-48.
cision ball handling by both teams.
graduated
June,
in
the
but
secIn the second period Sophomore
covering the ball on the hosts' 23 yard
Coach Jenkins said that his squad
Thurlow Cooper without a doubt line. This key play set up Martin's Carroll Denbow intercepted a pass ond and third place men are runwas the outstanding player of the first T. D.
chucked by Huskie quarterback Jim ning again this year and have is "very fast" and a clear day and dry
DiGiorno on the Connecticut 23 and shown considerable improvement. course would give the team an opporday. Cooper amazed and thrilled
The Bates line held the Middlebury on the third play
A weighty factor in the dual meet tunity to really show its "stuff."
Warren Griffin
the 6,500 spectators with long
club to a net gain of only 34 yards on rammed through the center
He told the Campus that he is "very
of the
kickoffs, smashing tackles and the ground, breaking through
the
pleased" with the performances
broken field running throughout panther line time after time to pull visitors' forward wall driving 18
yards for the second Pale Blue touchhanded in by the harriers at New
the clash.
down the ball carriers.
down.
Hampshire. The course conditions at
The veteran Maine end was almost
The sparkplug of the heavy Bates
Westerman said that he was "very
Durham were very unfavorable to
impossible to stop once he got the line this season is Captain Pete Stevpleased"
with the defensive rushing
both squads, but the Pale Blue runball and started down the field. Dur- ens. Stevens is rated as one of the
ners splashed through mud, water,
ing one play when he took a pass better guards in New England. Coach of the Maine ends against the UConn
and wind to bowl over the Wildcats
from quarterback Jim Duffy, Cooper Bob Hatch said he considers Stevens passing game. The ends crashed
Fresh from a 26-0 victory over
plowed through a host of Connecticut the best lineman in the state, a state- through on almost every play and Bridgton Academy, the University of 15-48.
blocked
in
the
ball
carrier.
tacklers and dragged three UConns at ment that has been backed up by a
Maine freshman football squad will Tie For First
least ten yards before he was finally number of Maine football writers.
meet with Colby freshmen tomorrow
Dan Rearick, Paul Firlotte, Stan
pushed out of bounds.
Maine is favored to win the game,
afternoon on Alumni Field.
Furrow, and Dick Law thrilled the
On defense Cooper smashed through but Westerman said that anything can
In the game scheduled for 2 o'clock, spectators at Durham by racing across
the UConn line time after time throw- happen in State Series play and he exthe Frosh will meet with the Colby the finish line hand-in-hand for a
ing the Huskie backs down for six and pects the game to be tough. The
yearlings for the first time in history. four-way Maine tie for first place.
perennial cry of "Beat Maine" has
eight yard losses.
The final rounds in the annual The Colby Frosh, boasting one of Dave Gould bolstered the Pale Blue
Buddy Amendola, Connecticut's been echoed across the Bates campus freshman and varsity fall tennis tour- their finest teams in recent times, are
victory by romping across the final
power-packed fullback, was the Huskie for almost a week now and the Bob- naments are scheduled for completion highly rated and are expected to promarker for second place, 150 yards
standout in Saturday's clash. Amen- cats are expected to really open up by the end of this week. Don Mott vide plenty of first-rate competition
behind the first four.
dola played an excellent defensive their offensive attack Saturday.
and Richie Alin are the contenders for Coach Sezak's Cubs.
New Hampshire's Gale pulled out
game backing up the right side of the Bears Topple UConns
for the varsity championship while Heavy Line
a third for the Wildcats and then Paul
Last Saturday the Westerman comUConn forward wall. According to
Robert Chase and Ray Paquette will
The future Mule varsitymen have Hanson and Phil Emery crossed the
statistics the former Little All-Ameri- bination came back from a 6-6 deadbe
battling for the frosh title.
a line that averages well over 200 line to give the Bears a sweep of sevcan fullback made better than 50 per lock with the University of New
Mott got to the finals by defeating pounds and a fast, hard-hitting back- en men placing out of the first eight
Hampshire to trample over the highly
cent of his team's tackles.
Touchette, Bob McKown, and field. Top men in the Colby outfit to finish the race.
Norm
Other performances worthy of praise rated UConn Huskies by a 13-0 marRearick and Law have been imwere turned in by Ray Hostetter, Jim gin. In a game that thrilled more than Lou Janicola. Alin grabbed a final are tackles Bob Sargent, 6'6"-245
Griffin, Pete Kosty, Rollie Merrifield, 6,500 spectators for a full 60 minutes, slot with victories over Dexter Hun- pounds, and Dick Sands, 6'1"-220 proving by "leaps and bounds" said
pounds.
Jenkins. Both men are sophomores
Norm Cole, and Jim Duffy. King and the Bears proved themselves to be a toon and Ted Khoury.
In the frosh tourney Chase outlasted
Other standouts are fullback Bill who Jenkins expects will post even
strong, hard-smashing team equal to
Whitley sparked the Huskies.
The way it looks now Maine is any squad that the Yankee Conference Carl Edler, Dick Cormier and Lou Bannak and signal-caller Mark Brown. better times in future meets.
Based on comparative scores the
Pelletier while Dick Wescott, Norm
In practice Monday Rearick ran
one of the highest rated clubs in can turn out.
The Bears blasted holes in the solid Smith and Grayson Lane fell victims Bear Cubs will be rated as two or right on the heels of two-time YanNew England. Yale, Harvard,
three touchdown underdogs. Colby kee Conference winner Paul Firlotte
Boston College, and Trinity are UConn line through the first two to the racquet of Ray Paquette.
romped over Maine Central Institute in what Jenkins called "a
at the top of the heap with a host
very fast
27-0, Saturday while one week before two miles."
of other New England squads
The veteran Maine track
MCI smashed Bridgton Academy 38-6. and
cross-country coach said that
right behind them. Out of this
Coach Sezak said that this week he
"had Law run with Rearick and Firhalf dozen or so smaller schools
has been stressing offense. The yearMaine is considered by some collings have been working defense lotte. I believe all three would have
The Intramural Touch Football League moves into the semi- against the varsity for the past three finished the practice race together."
lege football writers to be top
dog.
finals next Sunday with Lambda Chi Alpha meeting with Kappa weeks and need a lot of offensive Earlier in the afternoon Law ran a
faster first mile than either Rearick
Looking back over the season to
Sigma and Phi Kappa Sigma battling against defending champs Phi practice according to Sezak.
or Firlotte.
date the Bears have built up a lot of
Bower Shines
respect and prestige in this section of Mu Delta.
Hanson is still bothered by a throat
In the Bridgton game fleet-footed
the country. By downing Connecticut
In the dorm division powerful Dunn defense of their crown with a 32-0 Bobby Bower got off on touchdown condition but Jenkins commented that
13-0 Saturday the Bears proved to 1 will clash with Corbett I, and Hart 1 shellacking of Phi Gamma Delta.
jaunts of 35 and 40 yards from his he looked strong in the second half
the doubters that they have been
Lambda Chi's dark horse threat halfback position to pace Maine's of the UNH meet and should be fully
will be gunning for a victory over
underrated this year.
squeezed by perennial powerhouse Phi freshmen to a 26-0 opening game vic- recovered by the Yankee Conference
Connecticut had held mightly Yale Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
Eta Kappa, 12-6, while Kappa Sigma tory.
championships October 29.
Games
Four
to just two touchdowns, one of which
rolled 30-12 over Tau Epsilon Phi,
Bower tallied in the third and fourth
Jenkins said that the Maine squad
Four games in the fraternity circuit and Phi Kappa Sigma took a 24-6 de- periods.
can be termed "unearned," upset Boshas the strength this year to successton University and defeated the Uni- and three in the dormitory division of cision from Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Other frosh scores were tallied by fully defend the Conference title and
versity of Massachusetts. These three the Intramural Touch Football League
In the dormitory section Dunn 1, co-Captain Dana Wingren on a first will be one of the leading contenders
games made the UConns a "big gun" provided plenty of action and spice which appears to be the powerhouse of period 20 yard off tackle shot, and end
in the New Englands November 7.
in New England. Saturday Maine for intramural football fans last Sun- its division, rolled towards the finals Niles Nelson on a 40 yard second
day.
stood up to Connecticut and whipped
with a 24-0 win against Dunn 3, while period pass from co-captain Don
The Maine-Colby football series,
the highly touted Huskies with colPhi Mu Delta's defending champs Corbett I and Hart 1 took 12-6 deci- Hashey. Nelson added conversions the oldest on the
University of Maine
lege football at its best.
continued on their way to a successful sions from Corbett 4 and Hart 3.
after both first half tallies.
schedule, dates from 1892.
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Alec Templeton Captivates
Crowd With Performance

(Continued from Page One)

ard Offenberg, Phi Mu Delta; William
Warner, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; KenBY JOHN LITTLEFIELD
neth Nelson, Sigma Chi; Franklin
Alec Templeton, noted pianist, gave a tremendous performance Haskin, Sigma Nu; Stanley Freedman,
as evidenced by a captivated audience in the Memorial Gym Tues- Tau Epsilon Phi; Leon Jonason, Tau
Kappa Epsilon; and Reginald Colman,
day evening.
Theta Chi.
the
feeling
of
organ
did
one
have
for
Capacity Audience
In his second appearance on the a lack of magnitude.
Maine campus, Templeton showed his
The well known "Sonata in C
ability and versatility with a varied Major, No. 15- was especially well
program before some 3.500 people.
(Continued from Page One)
liked by the large audience.
The opening portion of the recital
It was the second portion of to the Sears store in Hagerstown. Md.,
by the incomparable pianist was comserved in the
pletely classical. From the opening the recital by the famous blind in 1950. He later
a half
selection, "Toccata and Fugue in D pianist. however, that the audi- Chester, Pa., store, two and
assistant and one
operating
years
as
an
Minor" by Bach to his own "Toccata," ence most liked.
and a half years as merchandise asTempleton was brilliant. Only in his
Improvisations on popular as well sistant. Since June, 1955, he has been
opening selection originally written
as classical selections were particular- personnel assistant in the Eastern
Territorial Office with headquarters
ly well received.
Maine football fans had plenty to cheer about last Saturday
in Philadelphia.
friends,
portraits
of
three
piano
His
Parents' Day Features
afternoon when Hal Westerman's club throttled highly rated Conand his "Operation Mambo" were also
The meeting on retail merchandisnecticut, 13-0, at Alumni Field. Adding his bit to the Maine cheerBusy Campus Weekend
popular.
ing is one of a series of ten vocational
ing section was senior Don Culver and his siren.
(Continued from Page One)
His improvisations on five notes meetings scheduled by the College of
out by persons in the audience Arts and Sciences in cooperation with
called
out of state newspapermen."
ings are open to any interested stu- the fields of acccunting, banking, inFriday night's rally was brief, were remarkable, especially when the University Placement Bureau.
dent or faculty member. Future surance, social v,ork, and federal civil
juniors
toward
impersonate
directed
attempted
to
Primarily
Templeton
colorful and highly spirited.
and seniors in that college, the meet- meetings in the program will cover service.
Campus Mayor Joe Boomer. The five well known composers.
Baker, emceed the program.
Parents' Day was reported as "very
successful" by Dean of Men John
Stewart, a member of the planning
committee.
New Policy
He said that he thought the new
policy of holding one banquet at the
Memorial Gymnasium, instead of two
separate banquets for men and women, was especially meaningful, as it
allowed all students and parents to
1. SUPERIOR FILTER Only L&M gives you
congregate at one time and meet student advisors.
the superior filtration of the Miracle Tip, the
2. SUPERIOR TASTE L&NI's superior taste
More than 400 families, totalirl
white
lips.
It's
touched
your
ever
tip
that
purest
891 persons, assembled on campus
comes from superior tobaccos — especially
... all white...pure white!
for the event.
selected for filter smoking. Tobaccos that are
Saturday's Maine-Connecticut
richer, tastier...and ligLit and mild.
grid classic proved, however, to
be the biggest highlight of the
eek end.
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COMMERCIAL BANKING

SERVING
EASTERN
MAINE
TRUSTf. AND ESTATES
You are h.vited to join your
friends and neighbors in becoming a customer of this modern banking institution.
Open an account today and
enjoy our friendly and efficient
services.
An account with a progressive bank is considered good
business.

THE MERRILL
TRUST COMPANY
Member
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

EFFECTIVE FILTRATION
KING SIZE

CRAIG
The Tailor
Specializing in
SCIENTIFICALLY
superior

• Cleaning
• Pressing
• Repairing
Contact our Campus
Agents

3 Mill Street, Orono
Tel. 6-3635
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